DRIP DRIP DRIP. Today we received another interesting piece to the Hatefest puzzle (this is our investigation into what, exactly, happened during a 12/17/13 videoconference that about 100 public employees attended where Mary Weimar, Bridget Bittman, and members of the American Library Association got together and taught "crisis management strategies" for how to attack the public as "the opposition", how to thwart FOIA research, how to break the Open Meetings Act and get away with it, and other things that the Orland Park Public Library was highlighted for doing as a "case study"). If you've been following this investigation, at first the Library denied that a presentation was given on 12/17/13, which is absurd because every time any of these people go anywhere to speak in public they have a presentation they bring with them that is made in fancy powerpoint. But, they claimed they had no presentation, as unbelievable as that was. Nothing to see here, folks! So then we FOIA -ed all the attendees of the videoconference and asked for their individual handwritten notes that they took during the Hatefest. And quite a few of them made reference to a powerpoint presentation that was given…you know, even though the Library lied and swore up and down that no presentation was given. So, now that people are admitting a presentation was given the new lie is that the presentation was lost and deleted and no one can find it. But there's still the matter of who made the presentation and who delivered it. So, the Library is spinning a new lie at present where they say they only now remember that a presentation was given…but that the ALA made it and gave it! How convenient for them, since the ALA is not a public body and is not subject to FOIA. So this is the new strategy for keeping this document from the public, by claiming the private entity that was present at this RAILS meeting is the one responsible for this. YOUR tax dollars are funding things like this, folks…where public employees get together, plot how to harm the public, and then race to cover it up when they get caught. How do you feel about this?
